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EXPLANATORY NOTES

The purpose of this bill is to establish the new Code of Civil 
Procedure, whose main objectives are to ensure the accessibility, 
quality and promptness of civil justice, the fair, simple, proportionate 
and economical application of procedural rules, the exercise of the 
parties’ rights in a spirit of co-operation and balance, and respect 
for those involved in the administration of justice.

This bill is geared to achieving and upholding these goals, in 
particular by

— streamlining and modernizing not only the organization and 
language of the provisions but also the rules as to the form, 
presentation and notification of pleadings, the institution of 
proceedings before the courts, the revocation of judgments, the 
recovery of small claims and the execution of judgments, to cite but 
a few examples;

— affirming the existence of private, voluntary dispute prevention 
and resolution processes, and encouraging potential litigants to 
consider these processes before turning to the courts and to co-
operate actively in searching for a solution and, if applicable, in 
preparing and applying a pre-court protocol;

— laying down certain principles that are to guide the courts, 
the parties and their lawyers throughout a proceeding, including the 
principle of proportionality, which dictates that the actions taken, 
pleadings filed and means of proof used must be proportionate, in 
terms of the cost and time involved, to the nature and complexity of 
the matter and the purpose of the demand;

— recognizing that the mission of the courts includes not only 
facilitating conciliation but also ensuring proper case management 
in keeping with the principles and objectives of procedure, and 
adopting rules to that effect, requiring that the parties file a case 
protocol in which they have set out their agreements and undertakings 
and the issues in dispute and determined how the proceeding will 
unfold, and providing for case management conferences presided 
over by a judge;
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— revisiting the concept of costs, maintaining the rule according 
to which the legal costs are borne by the unsuccessful party; 
introducing certain criteria to facilitate the awarding of legal costs, 
and empowering the court, when apportioning costs, to impose 
sanctions for any abuse of procedure or dilatoriness;

— defining rules for the disclosure of evidence that require the 
parties to be open with each other and keep each other informed, 
setting time limits consistent with these rules, allowing and 
encouraging the parties to make their case orally, especially when 
presenting, defending or contesting certain types of demands or 
applications, providing a framework for pre-trial examinations which, 
among other things, limits their length, encouraging the parties to 
call on a joint expert, providing for the reconciliation of conflicting 
expert’s reports and establishing that an expert’s mission is to 
enlighten the court and that this mission overrides the parties’ 
interests;

— in family matters, allowing the court, when already seized of 
a demand or an application relating to the children of de facto 
spouses, to hear other demands or applications between the spouses 
at the same time, and allowing the Court of Québec, when seized of 
an application relating to the adoption of a child or to a youth 
protection matter, to rule on ancillary issues relating to child custody 
or the exercise of parental authority; and

— establishing that, in the execution of a judgment, the court 
bailiff must act impartially and in the interests of justice to ensure 
that the process is carried out in the manner that is most advantageous 
for all the parties (the sale of seized property at a commercially 
reasonable price, for example) and simplifying the rules regarding 
exemption from seizure and the sale of seized property.

Lastly, the bill unifies the rules that apply to judicial review by 
the Superior Court, formulates homologation rules, and brings the 
special rules that govern mediation and arbitration together in a new 
Book. As well, it allows the use of information technologies in civil 
procedure.

LEGISLATION AMENDED BY THIS BILL:

– Civil Code of Québec;

– Tax Administration Act (chapter A-6.002);
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– Act respecting legal aid and the provision of certain other legal 
services (chapter A-14);

– Act respecting insurance (chapter A-32);

– Act respecting the Barreau du Québec (chapter B-1);

– Building Act (chapter B-1.1);

– Cities and Towns Act (chapter C-19);

– Code of ethics and conduct of the Members of the National 
Assembly (chapter C-23.1);

– Code of Penal Procedure (chapter C-25.1);

– Professional Code (chapter C-26);

– Municipal Code of Québec (chapter C-27.1);

– Act respecting the Communauté métropolitaine de Montréal 
(chapter C-37.01);

– Act respecting the Communauté métropolitaine de Québec 
(chapter C-37.02);

– Act respecting elections and referendums in municipalities 
(chapter E-2.2);

– Election Act (chapter E-3.3);

– Act to secure handicapped persons in the exercise of their rights 
with a view to achieving social, school and workplace integration 
(chapter E-20.1);

– Public Service Act (chapter F-3.1.1);

– Court Bailiffs Act (chapter H-4.1);

– Youth Protection Act (chapter P-34.1);

– Act respecting the class action (chapter R-2.1);

– Act respecting the Régie du logement (chapter R-8.1);

– Act respecting the Québec Pension Plan (chapter R-9);
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– Act respecting the Société de l’assurance automobile du Québec 
(chapter S-11.011);

– Act respecting trust companies and savings companies 
(chapter S-29.01);

– Act respecting public transit authorities (chapter S-30.01);

– Transport Act (chapter T-12);

– Municipal Works Act (chapter T-14);

– Courts of Justice Act (chapter T-16);

– Auditor General Act (chapter V-5.01);

– Act respecting Northern villages and the Kativik Regional 
Government (chapter V-6.1).

LEGISLATION REPLACED BY THIS BILL:

– Code of Civil Procedure (chapter C-25).

LEGISLATION REPEALED BY THIS BILL:

– Special Procedure Act (chapter P-27).

REGULATION REPEALED BY THIS BILL:

– Tariff of Judicial Fees of Advocates (chapter B-1, r. 22).
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Bill 28
AN ACT TO ESTABLISH THE NEW CODE OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE

THE PARLIAMENT OF QUÉBEC ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:

PRELIMINARY PROVISION

This Code establishes the principles of civil justice and, together with the 
Civil Code and in harmony with the Charter of human rights and freedoms 
(chapter C-12) and the general principles of law, governs procedure applicable 
to private dispute prevention and resolution processes when not otherwise 
determined by the parties, procedure before the courts as well as procedure for 
the execution of judgments and for judicial sales.

This Code is designed to provide, in the public interest, means to prevent 
and resolve disputes and avoid litigation through appropriate, efficient and 
fair-minded processes that encourage the persons involved to play an active 
role. It is also designed to ensure the accessibility, quality and promptness of 
civil justice, the fair, simple, proportionate and economical application of 
procedural rules, the exercise of the parties’ rights in a spirit of co-operation 
and balance, and respect for those involved in the administration of justice.

This Code must be interpreted and applied as a whole, in the civil law 
tradition. Its rules must be interpreted in light of the special provisions it 
contains and those contained in other laws. In the matters it addresses, this 
Code supplements the silence of other laws if circumstances permit.

BOOK I 

GENERAL FRAMEWORK OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

TITLE I 

PRINCIPLES OF PROCEDURE APPLICABLE TO PRIVATE DISPUTE 
PREVENTION AND RESOLUTION PROCESSES

1. To prevent a potential dispute or resolve an existing one, the parties 
concerned, by mutual agreement, may opt for a private dispute prevention and 
resolution process.

The main private dispute prevention and resolution processes are negotiation 
between the parties, and mediation and arbitration, in which the parties call on 
a third person to assist them. The parties may also resort to any other process 
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that suits them and that they consider appropriate, whether or not it borrows 
from negotiation, mediation or arbitration.

Parties must consider private prevention and resolution processes before 
referring their dispute to the courts.

2. Parties who enter into a private dispute prevention and resolution process 
do so voluntarily. They are required to participate in the process in good faith, 
to be transparent with each other, including as regards the information in their 
possession, and to co-operate actively in searching for a solution and, if 
applicable, in preparing and implementing a pre-court protocol.

They must, as must any third person assisting them, ensure that any steps 
they take are proportionate, in terms of the cost and time involved, to the nature 
and complexity of the dispute.

3. The third person called upon by the parties to assist them in the process 
they have opted for or to decide their dispute must be chosen by them jointly.

The third person must be capable of acting impartially and diligently and in 
accordance with the requirements of good faith. If acting on a volunteer basis 
or for a disinterested motive, the third person incurs no liability other than that 
incurred through an intentional or gross fault.

4. Parties who opt for a private dispute prevention and resolution process 
and the third person assisting them undertake to preserve the confidentiality 
of anything said, written or done during the process, subject to any agreement 
between them on the subject, to any special provisions of the law or to their 
own remedies before the courts.

5. The third person called upon to assist the parties may provide information 
for research or statistical purposes or in connection with a general evaluation 
of the dispute prevention and resolution process or its results without it being 
a breach of the person’s duty of confidentiality, provided no personal information 
is revealed.

6. Parties who agree to resort to a private dispute prevention and resolution 
process, together with the third person involved in the process, if any, determine 
the procedure applicable to the process they have selected. If the parties have 
opted for mediation or arbitration or a similar process and the procedure they 
have determined must be supplemented, the rules of Book VII apply.

7. Participation in a private dispute prevention and resolution process other 
than arbitration does not entail a waiver of the right to act before the courts. 
However, the parties may undertake not to exercise that right in connection 
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with the dispute in the course of the process, unless it proves necessary for the 
preservation of their rights.

They may also agree to waive prescription already acquired and the benefit 
of time elapsed for prescription purposes or agree, in a signed document, to 
suspend prescription for the duration of the process. Prescription cannot, 
however, be suspended for more than two months.

TITLE II

PRINCIPLES OF PROCEDURE APPLICABLE BEFORE THE COURTS

8. Public civil justice is administered by the courts under the legislative 
authority of Québec. The Court of Appeal, the Superior Court and the Court 
of Québec exercise their jurisdiction throughout the territory of Québec.

Municipal courts exercise civil jurisdiction in the matters assigned to them 
by special Acts, but only within the territory specified by those Acts and by 
their constituting instruments. The organization and operation of municipal 
courts are governed by the Act respecting municipal courts (chapter C-72.01).

The Supreme Court of Canada, the Federal Court of Appeal and the Federal 
Court of Canada have jurisdiction in some civil matters in Québec, as provided 
for in the Acts of the Parliament of Canada.

CHAPTER I

MISSION OF THE COURTS

9. It is the mission of the courts to adjudicate the disputes brought before 
them, in accordance with the applicable rules of law and, in doing so, to speak 
the law. It is also their mission to make a ruling, even in the absence of a dispute, 
whenever the law requires that a demand or an application be brought before 
the court because of the nature of the case or the capacity of the persons 
concerned.

That mission includes ensuring proper case management in keeping with 
the principles and objectives of procedure. It further includes, both in first 
instance and in appeal, facilitating conciliation whenever the law so requires, 
the parties request it or consent to it or circumstances permit, or if a settlement 
conference is held.

The courts and judges enjoy judicial immunity. Judges must be impartial 
and, in their decisions, they must have regard to the best interests of justice.

10. The courts cannot seize themselves of a matter; it is up to the parties to 
commence a proceeding and determine its subject matter.
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The courts cannot adjudicate beyond what is sought by the parties. If 
necessary, they may correct any improper term in the conclusions set out in a 
written pleading in order to give them their proper characterization in light of 
the allegations in the pleading.

The courts are not required to decide theoretical questions or to adjudicate 
where a judgment would not put an end to the uncertainty or the controversy, 
but they cannot refuse to adjudicate under the pretext that the law is silent, 
obscure or insufficient.

CHAPTER II

PUBLIC NATURE OF PROCEDURE BEFORE THE COURTS

11. Civil justice administered by the courts is public. Anyone may attend 
court hearings wherever they are held, and have access to court records and 
entries in the registers of the courts.

An exception to this principle applies if the law provides for in camera 
proceedings or restricts access to certain documents filed in a court record.

Exceptions to the principle of open proceedings apply despite section 23 of 
the Charter of human rights and freedoms.

12. The court may make an exception to the principle of open proceedings 
if, in its opinion, public order, in particular the preservation of the dignity of 
the persons involved or the protection of substantial and legitimate interests, 
requires that the hearing be held in camera, that access to a document or the 
disclosure or circulation of information or documents specified by the court 
be prohibited or restricted, or that the anonymity of the persons involved be 
protected.

13. Lawyers, notaries, their articling students, and journalists who show 
proof of their status may attend a hearing held in camera; if the hearing concerns 
a person’s personal integrity or capacity, anyone the court considers capable 
of assisting or reassuring the person may also attend. However, if circumstances 
so require, the court may exclude such persons to prevent serious prejudice to 
a person whose interests may be affected by the demand or application or by 
the proceeding.

Persons whose presence is, in the court’s opinion, required in the interests 
of justice may also attend.

14. Persons present at a court hearing must conduct themselves in a 
respectful and restrained manner. Only those who prove their status as 
journalists may make a sound recording of the proceedings and the decision, 
unless the court prohibits them from doing so; they may not, however, broadcast 
the recording. In no case may images be recorded.
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The parties and their representatives are duty-bound to exercise restraint 
throughout the proceeding out of respect for the judicial process.

All must obey the orders of the court and of the officers of justice under its 
authority, under pain of contempt of court.

15. In family matters, hearings of the court of first instance are held in 
camera; however, the court, in the interests of justice, may order that a hearing 
be public. Unless authorized by the court, no person attending a hearing nor 
any other person may disclose information that would allow the persons 
concerned to be identified, under pain of contempt of court.

Judgments in such matters may only be published if the anonymity of the 
parties and of any child whose interests are at stake in the proceeding is 
protected and the passages that would allow them to be identified have been 
deleted or redacted.

16. In family matters, access to exhibits and other documents in the court 
record that contain identifying information generally held to be confidential is 
restricted if they have been filed in a sealed envelope. In other matters, especially 
those relating to personal integrity or capacity, access to documents pertaining 
to a person’s health or psychosocial situation is also restricted if they have been 
filed in a sealed envelope.

Access-restricted documents may only be consulted or copied by the parties, 
their representatives and persons designated by law, and by any person, 
including journalists, who has been authorized by the court after proving a 
legitimate interest, subject to the access conditions and procedure determined 
by the court. The Minister of Justice, by virtue of that office, is considered to 
have a legitimate interest to access records for research, reform or evaluation 
purposes.

No person who has had access to a record in a family matter may disclose 
or circulate any information that would allow a party or a child whose interests 
are at stake in a proceeding to be identified, unless authorized by the court or 
by law or unless the disclosure or circulation of the information is necessary 
for the purpose of applying a law.

CHAPTER III

GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF PROCEDURE

17. The court cannot rule on a demand or an application, or order a measure 
on its own initiative, which affects the rights of a party unless the party has 
been heard or duly called.

In any contentious matter, the court, even on its own initiative, must uphold 
the adversarial principle and see that it is adhered to until the judgment and 
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during execution of the judgment. It cannot base its decision on grounds the 
parties have not had the opportunity to debate.

18. The parties to a proceeding must observe the principle of proportionality 
and ensure that their actions, their pleadings, including their choice of an oral 
or a written defence, and the means of proof they use are proportionate, in 
terms of the cost and time involved, to the nature and complexity of the matter 
and the purpose of the demand or the application.

Judges must likewise observe the principle of proportionality in managing 
the proceedings they are assigned, regardless of the stage at which they 
intervene. They must ensure that the measures and acts they order or authorize 
are in keeping with the same principle, while having regard to the proper 
administration of justice.

19. Subject to the duty of the courts to ensure proper case management and 
the orderly progress of proceedings, the parties control the course of their case 
insofar as they comply with the principles, objectives and rules of procedure 
and the prescribed time limits.

They must be careful to confine the case to what is necessary to resolve the 
dispute, and must refrain from acting with the intent to cause prejudice to 
another person or behaving in an excessive or unreasonable manner, contrary 
to the requirements of good faith.

They may, at any stage of the proceeding, without necessarily stopping its 
progress, agree to settle their dispute through a private dispute prevention and 
resolution process or judicial conciliation; they may also otherwise terminate 
the proceeding at any time.

20. The parties are duty-bound to co-operate and, in particular, to keep one 
another informed at all times of the facts and particulars conducive to a fair 
debate and make sure that relevant evidence is preserved. They must, among 
other things, at the time prescribed by this Code or determined in the case 
protocol, inform one another of the facts on which their contentions are based 
and of the evidence they intend to produce.

21. A person who is called as a witness is duty-bound to appear, testify and 
tell the truth.

Witnesses have the right to be informed, by the calling party, of the reason 
they have been called, of the subject matter of the testimony and of the order 
of the proceeding. They also have the right to be informed without delay that 
their presence is no longer required.

22. The mission of an expert whose services have been retained by a single 
party or by the parties jointly, whether the matter is contentious or not, is to 
enlighten the court. This mission overrides the parties’ interests.
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Experts must fulfill their mission objectively, impartially and thoroughly.

23. Natural persons may self-represent before the courts, but must comply 
with the procedure established by this Code and the regulations under this 
Code.

24. The taking of an oath is a solemn undertaking to tell the truth or to 
exercise a function impartially and competently.

In addition to cases in which an oath is required by law, an oath may be 
required by the court whenever it considers it necessary in the interests of 
justice. The oath may be taken before a judge, a court clerk or any other person 
legally authorized to administer oaths.

CHAPTER IV

RULES OF INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF THIS CODE

25. The rules of this Code are designed to facilitate the resolution of disputes 
and to bring out the substantive law and ensure that it is carried out.

Failure to observe a rule that is not a public order rule does not prevent a 
demand or an application from being decided provided the failure is remedied 
in a timely manner; likewise, if no specific procedure is provided for exercising 
a right, any mode of proceeding may be used that is not inconsistent with the 
rules of this Code.

26. In applying this Code, appropriate technological means that are available 
to both the parties and the court should be used whenever possible, taking into 
account the technological environment in place to support the business of the 
courts.

The court, even on its own initiative, may use such means or order that such 
means be used by the parties, including for case management purposes; if it 
considers it necessary, the court may also, despite an agreement between the 
parties, require a person to appear in person at a hearing, a conference or an 
examination.

27. In a state of emergency declared by the Government or in a situation 
where it is impossible in fact to comply with the rules of this Code or to use a 
means of communication, the Chief Justice of Québec and the Minister of 
Justice may jointly suspend or extend a prescription or procedural period for 
a specified time, or authorize the use of another means of communication in 
the manner they specify.

Their decision takes effect immediately, and must be published without delay 
in the Gazette officielle du Québec.
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28. After considering the effects of the project on the rights of individuals 
and obtaining the agreement of the Chief Justice of Québec or the Chief Justice 
of the Superior Court or the Chief Judge of the Court of Québec, according to 
their jurisdiction, and after consulting the Barreau du Québec and, if applicable, 
the Chambre des notaires du Québec or the Chambre des huissiers de justice 
du Québec, the Minister of Justice, by regulation, may modify a rule of 
procedure, or introduce a new one, for a specified time not exceeding three 
years, for the purposes of a pilot project conducted in specified judicial districts.

TITLE III

JURISDICTION OF COURTS

CHAPTER I

SUBJECT-MATTER JURISDICTION OF COURTS

DIVISION I

JURISDICTION OF COURT OF APPEAL

29. The Court of Appeal is the general appellate court in charge of hearing 
appeals against appealable judgments of other courts, unless a provision 
specifies that an appeal is to be made before another court.

30. Judgments of the Superior Court and the Court of Québec that terminate 
a proceeding, particularly in cases that pertain to personal integrity, status or 
capacity, the special rights of the State or contempt of court, may be appealed 
as of right.

The following, however, may be appealed only with leave:

(1) judgments where the value of the subject matter of the dispute in appeal 
is less than $50,000;

(2) judgments rendered in non-contentious matters and not appealable as 
of right;

(3) judgments dismissing a judicial demand because of its abusive nature;

(4) judgments denying an application for forced or voluntary intervention 
of a third person;

(5) judicial review judgments of the Superior Court relating to the evocation 
of a case pending before a court or to a decision made by a person or body or 
a judgment rendered by a court that is subject to judicial review by the Superior 
Court, or relating to a remedy commanding the performance of an act;

(6) judgments ruling on legal costs;
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possibility of prejudice cannot be eliminated, the mediator may put an end to 
the mediation process.

In family matters, a settlement agreement cannot be considered a transaction.

619. The Government designates the persons, bodies or associations that 
may certify family mediators and, by regulation, determines the standards with 
which those persons, bodies or associations must comply.

The Government, by regulation, may define the conditions mediators must 
satisfy to be certified and determine the standards with which certified mediators 
must comply in the exercise of their functions, as well as the sanctions 
applicable for non-compliance.

The Government, by regulation, may also determine what services are 
payable by the Family Mediation Service, set the tariff of fees the Service may 
pay certified family mediators and determine the time limit and procedure for 
claiming such fees and the applicable terms of payment. In addition, it may 
determine the tariff of fees the parties may be charged for services not covered 
by the Family Mediation Service or for services provided by a mediator 
designated by the Service or by more than one mediator.

The Minister of Justice, by order, determines the conditions subject to which 
technological means may be used by the Family Mediation Service, and 
specifies other services the Service may provide as well as the applicable 
conditions.

TITLE II

ARBITRATION

CHAPTER I

GENERAL PROVISIONS

620. Arbitration is the submission of a dispute to an arbitrator for a decision 
in accordance with the rules of law and, if appropriate, for a determination of 
damages. The arbitrator may act as amiable compositeur if the parties have so 
agreed. In all instances, the arbitrator decides the dispute in accordance with 
the stipulations of the contract between the parties and takes into account any 
applicable usages.

The arbitrator’s mission also includes attempting to reconcile the parties, if 
they so request and circumstances permit, and continuing the arbitration process, 
with the parties’ express consent, if the conciliation attempt fails.

621. Arbitrators cannot be prosecuted for an act performed in the course 
of their arbitration mission, unless they acted in bad faith or committed an 
intentional or gross fault.
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622. Unless otherwise provided by law, the issues on which the parties have 
an arbitration agreement cannot be brought before a court even though it would 
have jurisdiction to decide the subject matter of the dispute.

A court seized of a dispute on such an issue is required, on a party’s 
application, to refer the parties back to arbitration, unless the court finds the 
arbitration agreement to be null. The application for referral to arbitration must 
be presented in the same way as any other preliminary objection. Arbitration 
proceedings may be commenced or continued and an award made for so long 
as the court has not made its ruling.

623. The court, on an application, may grant provisional measures or 
safeguard orders before or during arbitration proceedings.

CHAPTER II

APPOINTMENT OF ARBITRATORS

624. The parties appoint an arbitrator to decide their dispute. They do so 
by mutual agreement, unless they ask a third person to make the appointment.

The parties may choose to appoint a panel of arbitrators, in which case each 
party appoints one arbitrator, and the two so appointed appoint the third.

If an arbitrator must be replaced, the procedure for the appointment of an 
arbitrator applies.

625. If the appointment of an arbitrator proves difficult, the court, on a 
party’s request, may take any necessary measure to see to the appointment.

For example, if a party fails to appoint an arbitrator within 30 days after 
having been required by another party to do so, the court may make the 
appointment. As well, the court may appoint an arbitrator if, 30 days after two 
arbitrators are appointed, they cannot agree on the choice of the third arbitrator.

626. An arbitrator may be recused if there is serious reason to question 
their impartiality or if the arbitrator does not have the qualifications agreed by 
the parties.

An arbitrator is required to declare to the parties any fact that could cast 
doubt on the arbitrator’s impartiality and justify a recusation.

627. A party may ask for an arbitrator’s recusation by notifying a document 
stating its reasons to the other party, to the arbitrator concerned and, if 
applicable, to the other arbitrators, within 15 days after becoming aware of the 
appointment or appointments or of the cause for recusation.

A party may only ask for the recusation of an arbitrator it appointed for a 
cause which arose or was discovered after the appointment was made.
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The arbitrator or arbitrators are required to rule on the recusation request 
without delay, unless the arbitrator concerned withdraws or, the other party 
supporting the request, is compelled to withdraw.

If the recusation cannot be so obtained, a party may, within 30 days after 
being advised of it, ask the court to rule on the recusation. The arbitrator 
concerned and, if there are more than one, the other arbitrators, may nonetheless 
continue the arbitration proceedings and make an award for so long as the court 
has not made its ruling.

628. A party may ask the court to revoke an arbitrator if it is impossible 
for the arbitrator to carry out their mission or if the arbitrator does not discharge 
their functions within a reasonable time.

629. If the procedure provided for in the arbitration agreement for the 
recusation or revocation of an arbitrator proves difficult to implement, the court 
may, on a party’s request, rule on the matter.

630. Decisions of the court on appointment, recusation or revocation cannot 
be appealed.

CHAPTER III

CONDUCT OF ARBITRATION

631. Arbitration proceedings commence on the date of notification of one 
party to the other of a notice stating that it is submitting a dispute to arbitration 
and specifying the subject matter of the dispute.

The notice, like any other document that is required to be notified, is notified 
in accordance with this Code.

632. Arbitrators conduct the arbitration according to the procedure they 
determine; they are required, however, to see that the adversarial principle and 
the principle of proportionality are observed.

Arbitrators have all the necessary powers to exercise their jurisdiction, 
including the power to administer oaths, the power to appoint an expert and 
the power to rule on their own jurisdiction.

If an arbitrator rules on the arbitrator’s own jurisdiction, a party, within 
30 days after being advised of the decision, may ask the court to rule on the 
matter. A decision of the court recognizing the jurisdiction of the arbitrator 
cannot be appealed.

For so long as the court has not made its ruling, the arbitrator may continue 
the arbitration proceedings and make an award.
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633. Arbitration proceedings are conducted orally, at a hearing, unless the 
parties agree on the matter being decided on the face of the record. In either 
case, a party may state its case in writing.

The arbitrator may require each party to send the arbitrator, within a specified 
time, a statement of its contentions and any exhibits mentioned, and to send 
them to the other party, if not already done. Any expert reports and other 
documents on which arbitrators may base their award must also be sent to the 
parties.

The arbitrator advises the parties of the date of the hearing and, if applicable, 
of the date on which the arbitrator will inspect the property or visit the premises.

Witnesses are heard and compensated according to the rules applicable to a 
trial before a court.

634. The arbitrator, or a party with leave of the arbitrator, may request the 
assistance of the court to obtain evidence, including to compel a witness who 
refuses, without valid reason, to attend, answer or produce real evidence in 
their possession.

635. If a party fails to state its contentions, attend at the hearing or present 
evidence in support of its contentions, the arbitrator, after recording the default, 
may continue the arbitration.

However, if the party that submitted the dispute to arbitration fails to state 
its contentions, the arbitration is ended unless the other party objects.

636. Decisions during arbitration proceedings are made immediately or, if 
they cannot be made immediately, as soon as possible; if they are in writing, 
they must be signed, as must the arbitration award.

If more than one arbitrator has been appointed, decisions are made by a 
majority of the panel. However, an arbitrator may rule alone on a question of 
procedure if so authorized by the parties or by all the other arbitrators.

637. The parties, subject to their agreement or unless the arbitrator decides 
otherwise, are equally liable for the arbitrator’s professional fee and expenses.

CHAPTER IV

EXCEPTIONAL MEASURES

638. The arbitrator may, on a party’s request, take any provisional measure 
or any measure to safeguard the parties’ rights for the time and subject to the 
conditions the arbitrator determines and, if necessary, require that a suretyship 
be provided to cover costs and the reparation of any prejudice that may result 
from such a measure. Such a decision is binding on the parties but one of them 
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may, if necessary, ask the court to homologate the decision to give it the same 
force and effect as a judgment of the court.

639. In an urgent situation, even before a request for a provisional or 
safeguard measure is notified to the other party, the arbitrator may issue a 
provisional order for a period which may in no case exceed 20 days. The 
arbitrator requires the party that requested the order to provide a suretyship 
unless, in the arbitrator’s opinion, it is inappropriate or of no use.

The provisional order must be notified to the other party as soon as it is 
issued, with all the evidence attached. It is binding on the parties and cannot 
be homologated by the court.

640. The parties must disclose to the arbitrator without delay any material 
change in the circumstances based on which a provisional or safeguard measure 
or a provisional order was requested or granted.

The arbitrator may amend, stay or revoke a provisional or safeguard  measure 
or a provisional order on request or, in exceptional circumstances, on the 
arbitrator’s own initiative.

641. If the arbitrator subsequently decides that a provisional or safeguard 
measure or a provisional order should not have been granted, the party that 
obtained the measure or order may be required to provide reparation for any 
prejudice caused to another party by the measure or order and to reimburse the 
costs incurred by that other party. The arbitrator may award such reparation 
and costs at any time during the arbitration proceedings.

CHAPTER V

ARBITRATION AWARD

642. The arbitration award is binding on the parties. It must be made in 
writing and be signed by the arbitrator or arbitrators, and include reasons. It 
must state its date and the place where it was made, these particulars being 
indisputable. In arbitration proceedings with more than one arbitrator, it must 
be made by a majority of the panel. If one of the arbitrators refuses or is unable 
to sign the award, the others record that fact, and the award has the same effect 
as if it were signed by all of them.

The arbitration award must be made within three months after the matter is 
taken under advisement, but the parties may agree to extend the advisement 
period. In the absence of an agreement, the court, on a party’s or the arbitrator’s 
request, may extend the advisement period or set a new time limit. The decision 
of the court cannot be appealed.

If the parties settle the dispute, the agreement is recorded in an arbitration 
award.
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The arbitration award is notified without delay to each party.

643. The arbitrator, on their own initiative, may correct any error in writing 
or calculation or any other clerical error in the arbitration award within 30 days 
after the award date.

Within 30 days after receiving the award, a party may ask the arbitrator to 
correct any clerical error or ask for an additional award on a part of the dispute 
that was not dealt with in the award or, with the other party’s consent, for an 
interpretation of a specific passage of the award, in which case the interpretation 
forms an integral part of the award.

The decision correcting, supplementing or interpreting the arbitration award 
must be made within two months after it is requested. The rules applicable to 
the arbitration award apply to such a decision. If the decision is not rendered 
before the expiry of the prescribed time, a party may ask the court to issue an 
order to safeguard the parties’ rights. The decision of the court cannot be 
appealed.

644. The arbitrator is required to preserve the confidentiality of the 
arbitration process and protect deliberative secrecy but violates neither by 
stating conclusions and reasons in the award.

CHAPTER VI

HOMOLOGATION

645. As soon as it is homologated, an arbitration award acquires the force 
and effect of a judgment of the court.

The court seized of an application for the homologation of an arbitration 
award may stay its decision if the arbitrator has been asked to correct, 
supplement or interpret the award. In such a case, if the applicant so requires, 
the court may order a party to provide a suretyship.

646. The court cannot refuse to homologate an arbitration award or a 
provisional or safeguard measure unless it is proved that

(1) one of the parties did not have the capacity to enter into the arbitration 
agreement;

(2) the arbitration agreement is invalid under the law chosen by the parties 
or, failing any indication in that regard, under Québec law;

(3) the procedure for the appointment of an arbitrator or the applicable 
arbitration procedure was not observed;

(4) the party against which the award or measure is invoked was not given 
proper notice of the appointment of an arbitrator or of the arbitration 
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proceedings, or it was for another reason impossible for that party to present 
its case; or

(5) the award pertains to a dispute not referred to in or covered by the 
arbitration agreement, or contains a conclusion on matters beyond the scope 
of the agreement, in which case only the irregular provision is not homologated 
if it can be dissociated from the rest.

The court cannot refuse to homologate the arbitration award on its own 
initiative unless it notes that the subject matter of the dispute is not one that 
may be settled by arbitration in Québec or that the award or measure is contrary 
to public order.

647. The court seized of an application for the homologation of a provisional 
or safeguard measure may deny the application if the arbitrator’s decision to 
require a suretyship was not complied with.

The court may order the applicant to provide a suretyship if the arbitrator 
has not already ruled on that subject or if such a decision is necessary to protect 
the rights of third persons.

CHAPTER VII

ANNULMENT OF ARBITRATION AWARD

648. An arbitration award may only be challenged by way of an application 
for its annulment. Such an application is subject to the same rules as those 
governing an application for homologation, with the necessary modifications.

The application must be presented within three months after receipt of the 
arbitration award or of the decision on the request for a correction, an additional 
award or an interpretation. This time limit is a strict time limit.

The court, on request, may stay the application for annulment for the time 
it considers necessary to allow the arbitrator to take such action as will eliminate 
the grounds for annulment, even if the time prescribed for correcting, 
supplementing or interpreting the award has expired.

CHAPTER VIII

SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO INTERNATIONAL 
COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION

649. If international trade interests, including interprovincial trade interests, 
are involved in arbitration proceedings, consideration may be given, in 
interpreting this Title, to the Model Law on International Commercial 
Arbitration adopted by the United Nations Commission on International Trade 
Law on 21 June 1985, and its amendments.
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Recourse may also be had to documents related to that Model Law, including

(1) the Report of the United Nations Commission on International Trade 
Law on its eighteenth session held in Vienna from 3 to 21 June 1985; and

(2) the Analytical Commentary on the draft text of a model law on 
international commercial arbitration contained in the report of the Secretary-
General to the eighteenth session of the United Nations Commission on 
International Trade Law.

650. International trade interests are considered to be involved in arbitration 
proceedings if, among other possibilities, the parties to the arbitration agreement 
have, at the time of the conclusion of that agreement, their places of business 
in different States or if the place where they choose to conduct the arbitration 
is outside the State in which they have their places of business. Such interests 
are also considered to be involved in arbitration proceedings if the place where 
a substantial part of the obligations of the commercial relationship is to be 
performed, or the place with which the subject matter of the dispute is most 
closely connected, is outside the State in which they have their places of 
business, or if the parties have expressly agreed that the subject matter of the 
arbitration agreement relates to more than one State.

651. The arbitrator decides the dispute in accordance with the rules of law 
chosen by the parties or, failing any such designation, in accordance with the 
rules of law the arbitrator considers appropriate.

CHAPTER IX

RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF ARBITRATION AWARDS 
MADE OUTSIDE QUÉBEC

652. An arbitration award made outside Québec, whether or not confirmed 
by a competent authority, may be recognized and declared to have the same 
force and effect as a judgment of the court if the subject matter of the dispute 
is one which could be submitted to arbitration in Québec and if recognition 
and enforcement of the award are not contrary to public order. The same applies 
for a provisional or safeguard measure.

The application for recognition and enforcement must be accompanied by 
the arbitration award or measure concerned and the arbitration agreement and 
by a translation authenticated in Québec of those documents if they are drawn 
up in a language other than French or English.

Consideration may be given, in interpreting the rules in this matter, to the 
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards 
adopted by the United Nations Conference on International Commercial 
Arbitration at New York on 10 June 1958.
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653. The court examining an application for recognition and enforcement 
of an arbitration award or a provisional or safeguard measure cannot review 
the merits of the dispute.

A party against which an award or a measure is invoked cannot oppose its 
recognition and enforcement unless the party proves that

(1) one of the parties did not have the capacity to enter into the arbitration 
agreement;

(2) the arbitration agreement is invalid under the law chosen by the parties 
or, failing any indication in that regard, under the law of the place where the 
award was made or the measure decided;

(3) the procedure for the appointment of an arbitrator or the arbitration 
procedure was not in accordance with the arbitration agreement or, failing such 
an agreement, with the law of the place where the arbitration proceedings were 
held;

(4) the party against which the award or the measure is invoked was not 
given proper notice of the appointment of an arbitrator or of the arbitration 
proceedings, or it was for another reason impossible for that party to present 
its case;

(5) the award pertains to a dispute not referred to in or covered by the 
arbitration agreement, or contains a conclusion on matters beyond the scope 
of the agreement, in which case only the irregular provision is not recognized 
and declared enforceable if it can be dissociated from the rest; or

(6) the award or measure has not yet become binding on the parties or has 
been annulled or stayed by a competent authority of the place where or under 
whose law the arbitration award was made or the measure decided.

The court may also deny an application for recognition and enforcement of 
a provisional or safeguard measure if the arbitrator’s decision to require a 
suretyship was not complied with, if the measure was revoked or stayed by the 
arbitrator or if the measure is incompatible with the powers conferred on the 
court unless, in the latter case, the court decides to reformulate the provisional 
measure to adapt it to its own powers and procedures without modifying its 
substance.

654. The court may stay its decision in respect of the recognition and 
enforcement of an arbitration award if an application for the annulment or 
suspension of the award is pending before the competent authority of the place 
where or under whose law the arbitration award was made.

If the court stays its decision, it may, on the request of the party applying 
for recognition and enforcement of the award, order the other party to provide 
a suretyship.
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655. The court may order the party applying for recognition and enforcement 
of a provisional or safeguard measure to provide a suretyship if the arbitrator 
has not already ruled on that subject or if such a decision is necessary to protect 
the rights of third persons.
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